Sand Grey SEDA

Fronts:
Silk matt laminate
1 mm matt polymer edges
Worktop:
Ferrostone Stone Grey

Image Code:

0132520G01D2011

Aesthetic characteristics

Architecture

Highlights

Spacious, bright and functional. This is how
you could define this kitchen. A balance is
found with the combination of materials and
colours. The uniformity of the worktop's and
the fronts' grey tones contrast with the
warmth of the wooden floor. The kitchen
invites you to come in.

A L-shaped kitchen with two well defined
areas:

The correct distribution of this kitchen, totally
dedicated to functionality, is the highlight of
this design.

Washing and cooking mono-block. The
washing, cooking and storage area is
resolved in a 324 cm wide and 72.5 cm deep
space. The absence of wall units and the
presence of only a decorative kitchen hood,
makes it more spacious and allows natural
light to enter.
The tall units, which are to the ceiling,
integrate the electrical appliances and offer
a large storage area.

We are fully committed to each new project,
adapting our designs to create welcoming,
comfortable spaces to suit our customers.
We work especially hard to respond to the
needs we encounter and to make life easier
for those that don't have much time for
cooking.
When organising a kitchen there are many
factors that must be taken into account: the
life style and the needs of the owners, the
architectural design of the house, etc. The
analysis of all these factors will allow us to
offer solutions adapted to the needs of each
user.
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Santos has the most extensive range of base
units on the market with regards to depths.
This large selection enables us to take full
advantage of any space, from small
apartment kitchens to full-scale projects
based around a central island.

As important, or even more important, as the
size of the drawers is the organization of the
interior of the drawer. We propose versatile
inner equipment, which optimises capacity
and organisation on each different level.

Maximum capacity: 65 cm depth
Unlike traditional designs, Santos avoids
placing doors on base units due to the limited
access and vision this kind of module offers.
The 72.3 cm base units, equipped with 65 cm
deep total pull-out drawers, offer maximum
storage capacity and permit better
organization, saving time and unnecessary
movements
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Built-in handle

Units to the ceiling: Tall units

Built-in handles are ideal for smaller kitchens as the flush fronts of the
units are very easy to clean and accidental bumping into the door
handles is eliminated.

To optimize the kitchen's capacity the kitchen includes an area of tall
units which, apart from achieving more storage room, contains many
electrical appliances in a reduced space.

Santos offers a wide range of handles that personalize the kitchens. All
the models have been designed to make work in the kitchen easier.
Making it easier to access to the inside of the units and clean the fronts.
Aesthetics and functionality go hand in hand.

This kitchen's tall units, apart from including the fridge and the ovens,
also shelter a 120 cm wide unit with a lateral sliding door equipped with
wooden grill shelves.
To the ceiling units is one way of making the most of all the space
available. The modules on top of the tall units have the Mechanic
Assisted Opening System incorporated in the door (SAA-M), which is
more comfortable when the units are over a certain height.
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Table with square legs

Multifunction trolley

Made in matt aluminium with various finishes and sizes it can be easily
integrated into any space. The chairs, made with fibre glass and a wood
and steel structure, contribute to make a warm and cosy environment.

Made in aluminium and birch wood, it can be moved easily, swiftly and
safely on any surface. A practical tool to effortlessly transport prepared
dishes from the kitchen to the place where they will be enjoyed.

The carefully selected furniture in the dinning area and the optimum
lighting give a fresh touch to a kitchen which is carefully equipped and
full of natural light.

Besides, due to its solid shelves and the incorporated wheel brake, it
can be used as an additional worktop, serving as a place to put trays
with food, crockery, glasses or any other household good, this way
everything is always at hand.

White Seff ARIANE 2
Laundry room
Fronts:
Melamine
1.5 mm polymer edges
Worktop:
Ferrostone Stone Grey

Image Code:

0071250G01D2011

Aesthetic characteristics

Architecture

Highlights

It is more and more common to reserve a
space in the kitchen for the laundry. There
are many possible solutions but the ideal and
most comfortable solution is to have an
independent and well organized laundry
room.

A good design is essential to make the most
of the available space. As a result, the
interior design of the units is just as important
as their distribution. The laundry area has
been carefully equipped so as to give
functional solutions to all the needs:

The white fronts and integrated handles
make the room more spacious. Each
cupboard has a function: to integrate
electrical appliances, to store cleaning
products etc. As a result, the laundry room
can always be well organized and attractive.

In this case, an adjacent room to the kitchen
has been designed and has been equipped
with all the necessary items to make doing
the laundry a more gratifying experience.

The washing machine and the dryer are
integrated in one tall unit.
Wardrobes to keep cleaning utensils and
products.
Unit designed to store the iron and the
ironing table aswell as having shelves,
drawers and hangers to hang the ironed
clothes.
Unit containing a cloth basket to keep the
dirty clothes until they are washed.
Unit containing a steel sink which is very
handy for washing delicate clothes that need
special treatment.
Roller shutter unit. Apart from making the
most of the corner, it allows us to keep
sowing accessories and small electrical
appliances as it has electrical sockets.
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Ironing unit: This cupboard consists of two
modules destined specifically to store
everything to do with the ironing. One
module contains the iron and the ironing
table. The other module is designed to help
organize the clothes, it contains drawers to
put the already ironed clothes and a metallic
bar to hang the ones that need it.

Tall unit for cleaning products: The design of
the utility unit for cleaning products makes it
easy to adapt the cabinet to the users needs.
A series of utilities is available to help adapt
the unit: different depths and widths, hooks
for brooms or cloths, accessories for vacuum
cleaners, etc.

Increase comfort
The tall units on only one side of the laundry
room allows for a rational use of the space.
Tall unit containing the washing machine and
dryer: one of the cupboards contains the
washing machine and the dryer and also has
room for the washing powder and fabric
softener.

White Seff ARIANE 2
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Worktop-mounted rolling shutter unit

Unit with laundry bag

The corner roller shutter cupboard is the best solution to make the most
of all of the space in this L distribution.

Near the cupboard containing the washing machine and dryer a base
unit has been installed with a cloth bag for clothes. This unit has been
designed to keep dirty clothes until they are washed.

The design of the Santos roller-shutter units makes these cabinets
perfect for storing small electrical appliances. They are always installed
on top of base units, thus ensuring a coordinated storage area. If a block
of tall units is installed then we will have a complementary work surface.
The interior of the roller-shutter unit, apart from offering an additional
workspace, has electrical sockets and its own lighting system that
makes it possible to use small electrical appliances without having to
move them. We can store threads, wool and other sowing accessories
which can all be tidied away and out of sight when the roller-shutter is
shut.

The interior has a cotton cloth bag that allows clothes to transpire. The
cloth bag, which can be taken out and washed, has two handles so it
can be easily transported..

